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From The Editor’s Desk

PhotographyBB online magazine issue thirty-two: Being Prepared

dave seeram is the editor in chief for PhotographyBB online magazine. as 
the administrator of the PhotographyBB Website and forums, dave is also 
an experienced author of several Photoshop® actions and tutorials which 
can be found on http://www.PhotographyBB.com

Welcome to the 32nd Edition of the PhotographyBB Online Magazine. This month officially puts us (or me 
at least) into full-on “getting prepared” mode. Prepared to capture some great photos before it gets ‘too’ 
cold outside, prepared for the coming Holiday season (let’s just call it Christmas please!), and of course, 

prepared for the New Year. I know what you may be thinking, “It’s only September and Dave’s already talking about 
Christmas and New Years??” The fact of the matter is that as your Editor, I do tend to think ahead as to what we’ll 
be doing over the next few months. Additionally, if you haven’t yet guessed it, the theme of this month’s edition is 
“Being Prepared” as we have some great articles on the subject.

With that in mind, our very own Jon Ayres has put together a great piece on how to prepare yourself and your 
gear when going on holiday, to ensure that you have a wonderful time and come back with memorable photos to 
last a lifetime. In keeping with a similar theme, Jason Anderson takes us off to the Adirondacks and gives us some 
insights into his preparation techniques for both your gear and yourself when planning any camping excursion.

We also welcome a new contributing author to the team, Bill McCarroll, who will be joining us over the next 
several issues. Bill will be lending a different flavor to PhotographyBB Magazine with his style of writing and topics 
to stimulate the minds of all photographers. This month, Bill covers the topic and idea of considering a “Project 
365.” This one is sure to make you prepare yourself for what the coming year has in store for you (the good and the 
“challenges”) should you decide to take on a Project 365.

In our “teaching” series of articles, Grady Layman also brings a new spin on his Portraiture 1010 series; this time 
showing us how the same portraiture lighting techniques we’ve been learning about, can be used to light and 
capture some stunning product photography. Jay Livens also discusses the topic of digital noise; where it comes 
from and how we can do our best to minimize it.

As many of you know, Las Vegas played host to the highly anticipated Photoshop World Convention this month. 
PhotographyBB’s John Ogden was there in representation of this publication, and has put together a great piece on 
his experiences at Photoshop World 2010. John also continues his series on Photoshop Back to Basics (Part 5) on the 
basics of levels and color adjustments. Additionally, this month’s Photoshop tutorial demonstrates a cool “border” 
technique you can use to practice up and prepare for creating your own Halloween memory photos and/or 2010 
Christmas cards!

In our Social Media column, Mike Frye speaks to the power of YouTube and how photographers can leverage 
the awesome medium of video to display their photography, network with others, and learn through video tutorials. 
Mike has also put together a short video demonstrating how YouTube can be used as a free promotional tool.

Lastly, we’ve got a very unique spotlight interviewee this month. Eva Polak is an impressionist photographer and 
will be talking about her experiences in this style of photography. Eva will also be joining us next month to share 
some techniques we can all use to practice and create some beautiful impressionist images.

Grab your teas, coffees, notebooks, iPads and e-readers, and enjoy our 32nd edition!

Dave Seeram, Editor and Publisher

http://www.photographybb.com
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Meet the PhotographyBB Team!
SNAPSHOTS OF THE CONTRIBUTING AUTHORS AND PHOTOGRAPHYBB ONLINE MAGAZINE TEAM MEMBERS

DavE SEEraM is the Editor of the 
PhotographyBB Online Website, 
PhotographyBB Forums, and Editor/Pub-
lisher of the PhotographyBB Online Maga-
zine. Dave is also a digital photography 
and Photoshop enthusiast. 
PhotographyBB | Twitter | Facebook

John ogDEn teaches digital photography, 
Photoshop and Lightroom in the UK. 
Published author and award winning 
photographer, John is also an Adobe 
products beta tester and member of the 
UKs Royal Photographic Society
Portfolio | Books 

Jon ayrES is a digital photographer from the 
United States, now living in Moscow. He 
enjoys photography, writing, and history. 
Jon has been involved in writing, digital art 
and photography for over 30 years and is a 
published photographer and author.
Blog | Flickr | RedBubble

graDy LayMan is our resident portraiture 
specialist who always strives to create 
unique photographs. Never placing 
restraints on creativity, Grady enjoys 
hard work and collaborating with other 
creative people.
Portfolio | Facebook | Flickr

MIkE FryE is a talented photographer as 
well as avid blogger, flickrite, and social 
networking guru. Mike loves sharing 
knowledge, and showcasing talented 
photographers through his photography 
blog.
Blog | Twitter | Flickr

kEnnETh Fagan is a photographer with a 
professional Diploma in Photography 
from the Focal Point School for Visual Arts 
in Vancouver. Ken works with many cam-
era formats including, 35mm pro digital 
and film SLRS, medium format, and 4x5 
large format. 
Blog | Twitter | Gallery

Jay LIvEnS is a computer guy a heart who 
loves digital photography, working with 
Linux, and running his own personal 
blog. Jay is our go-to guy for all things 
technical relating to digital photography 
and computers.
Blog | Gallery | Blipfoto

JaSon anDErSon is an active photogra-
pher, shooting primarily with Canon 
gear. His philosophy about photogra-
phy is learning through the sharing of 
knowledge, and enjoys both the art 
of photography as well as his written 
pursuits. 
Blog | Twitter | Podcast

ChrIS STyLES (aka “Nobby”) is our forum 
moderator. Two years off retirement & 
proud grandfather to 2 boys, 4 girls, his 
interest in photography stretches back 
over 40 years, and really took off with a 
renewed passion since buying one of the 
first Hewlett Packard’s digital cameras. 
Chris now shoots with a Nikon D700.

grEg MCCoMSEy is our forum moderator. 
Born and raised in Pennsylvania, he now 
resides in Ohio after serving 20 years in 
the US Air Force.  Greg enjoys photogra-
phy as a hobby and the continuing learn-
ing process that goes along with it. 
Gallery | Flickr

Guest Contributors in this Edition:
Bill McCarroll - Photographic Food For Thought: “Are You Ready for a Project 365?”  Blog | Twitter | Flickr
Eva Polak - Spotlight Interview on Eva and “Impressionist Photography”  Website
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Apple’s iBooks Application!

Now we go where you go!

Now you can download the PhotographyBB Online Magazine and take it with you on the 
go! Thanks to the latest update in iTunes and the iBooks app for the Apple iPad, iPhone, 
and iPod Touch, now PDF documents can be imported into your iBooks application.

1) Download the PhotographyBB Online Magazine to your PC.
2) Connect your iPad to your computer with the USB cable. 
3) Fire up iTunes on your computer if it’s not set to automatically run.
4) In iTunes on the left side of the screen, click on “Books” under the Library menu.
5) Drag the PhotographyBB Online Magazine pdf document into iTunes.
6) Sync your iPad with iTunes, and your PhotographyBB Magazines will transfer to the iPad!

Now you can read PhotographyBB Online Magazine anywhere you bring your device. 
We are also working on a method for downloading the magazine into iBooks directly 
from the our website, so stay tuned for more. Happy reading!

If you are an Apple iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch owner, here’s how you can 
access the PhotographyBB Online Magazine library in your iBooks application:
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SIMPLICITY - DESIGN’S  “MAGIC”  WORD - By Ken Fagan

Over the past year, I have found myself 
to be very busy. I returned to my 
beloved second home, Vancouver, 

Canada just over a year ago now. At the 
same time, I returned to school so I could try 
to get my foot in the door of the publishing 
industry. I have not neglected my photography 
though. I tried to get out with my camera as 
often as I could despite a grueling schedule of 
schoolwork and trying to deal with a part time 
job as well. Finding the time to eat and sleep 
was even difficult. 

I am happy to say that my design skills 
have come along in leaps and bounds since 
last August.  And who would have known it, 
I managed to incorporate my photography 
skills into many of my school design projects; 
particularly, one of my last assignments, 
building my own website. I am no DaVinci or 
Van Gogh, so my actual drawing skills are not 
very good at the best of times, however, that 
doesn’t mean that I can’t design things. While 
I may not be the worlds’ greatest designer, I 
have an idea about my own design style and 
what looks good to look. As I said, I have 
found ways to include my photography ideas 
in to my designs. One that stands out most of 
all is simplicity. I am not one for complexity as 
I am rather easily confused (only sometimes 
though, I might add). I also ramble on a bit, 
just as I did there.

So back to my website… As usual I went 
for the black and shades of black theme. 
Not because I’m boring or like its deathly 
undertones but because black works with 
almost everything and it looks clean.  A pet 
peeve of mine has to navigate through a 
website like the one you would a small city 
blindfolded. I didn’t want to be another one 
of those meandering websites. So I decided 
to keep things super clean and simple; six 
main pages (including the home page) and 
a few basic sub-pages. In all, a 10-page 

site all packaged up in a tidy little bundle. 
My photography and design galleries were 
created using a simple Jquery slideshow, 
reducing clutter: http://www.kennethfagan.
com/pages/photography.html 

These are simple slideshows that only 
take a few minutes to set up once the images 
are ready to go. In my first website; http://
www.spikefoto.com each image has its own 
page, this in itself is acceptable but it is just 
a lot of extra work and it also adds to the size 
of your website.  Having dedicated pages for 
each image can cause a whole plethora of 
problems, for example, missing links.  These 
can be not only confusing to try and fix but can 
take up a whole lot of your time trying to fix. 

I am looking forward to refining my new 
website with some of my best work as well as 
new work.  As I mentioned earlier, excessive 
buttons put me off. Having to move my mouse 
from one corner of a screen to another will more 
often than not have me hit the red button with 
X on it. Scrolling is another thing. Although not 
possible to totally eradicate, having to scroll 
should be avoided wherever possible. I want 
to be able to navigate a website with minimal 
button clicking and searching. But most of all 
I want to be able to know where I have to go 
on a site to find what I am looking for within 
seconds of opening it. Otherwise, it is wasting 
time that I just do not have.

A fancy website shows off your talent as 
a designer but it can also be annoying for 
those who hate things that hop, skip, and 
jump. Structured and genuine opinions should 
always be sought. Not from your mother 
though who will likely just say that it’s lovely 
and tell you dinner is ready, rather from your 
peers: designers, honest friends, or even total 
strangers. Keep things simple; be confident in 
your own ideas, and who knows what magic 
you’ll come up with.

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Ken Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

Confessions
of a PhoTohoLIC

http://www.photographybb.com
http://www.kennethfagan.com/pages/photography.html
http://www.kennethfagan.com/pages/photography.html
http://www.spikefoto.com
http://www.spikefoto.com
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HARNESSING THE POWER OF YOUTUBE - By mike Frye

Social Media for Photographers
SOCIAL NETWORKING AND SELF-PROMOTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER / ENTREPRENEUR

Nothing has greater power in influencing others 
in this modern age than visual mediums of 
communication. A photograph can move an 

individual to action, to emotion, and to a purpose. 
Visual communication has also found a home in video 
and video is no longer a medium that can only be 
afforded by network or cable television.

YouTube, founded in February 2005, has become 
“the world’s most popular video community.” Many 
professional photographers have used YouTube 
to demonstrate methods, skills, and techniques in 
photography. They have used it to advertise their 
services and connect with others who are interested in 
the photographic work that they are doing.

In recent years camera companies have 
recognized the potential in marketing their cameras 
with video capability. As matter of fact most Digital 
SLR hobbyist level, even several professional level, 
cameras come equipped with a video feature built-
in. Almost all point and shoot cameras have a video 
feature with some actually advertising their camera as 
“YouTube Capable” or “Ready ”.

Why is YouTube important to the photographer 
and social networking? Because, YouTube provides 
is a powerful platform to reach those you network 
with on social networks. YouTube provides plugs-ins 

to the most popular social networking sites such as 
Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, and Goggle Buzz, so 
when you upload photography related video, post-
sharing ability is made simple. There is even a very 
straightforward mechanism to allow you to post videos 
to your blog or website.

YouTube also provides the photographer who has 
chosen to teach or learn with a highly trafficked web 
venue. Most photographers realize the importance 
of not just sharing their finished product with others, 
but how the product itself was created. Sharing your 
methods is a form of marketing and may reach those 
who have a desire to know how something is done in 
the world of photography.

http://www.photographybb.com
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A fantastic example of this method in sharing 
photographic knowledge can be experienced on 
the website blog of photographer and author David 
duChemin, who was interviewed in the December 
2009 issue of this magazine. David not only produces 
some of the most memorable photographs in world 
and writes some of best books on photography, but 
he has also provided web videos where he talks about 
the methods he used in capturing a subject and his 
vision behind capturing the subject the way he did. 
Visit http://www.pixelatedimage.com/blog and click on 
“Video Podcast” in the right hand column under “All 
Categories” to see what I am referring to.

Another great example of this can be found in 
the tutorials produced by PhotographyBB for the 
PhotographyBB YouTube Channel (http://www.
youtube.com/photograpyhbb). Dave Seeram, Editor 
in Chief for PhotographyBB Online Magazine, took 
the time to produce a two part instructional video 
on importing and organizing photographs and then 
setting up metadata in Lightroom. He had a desire 
to share this information with those who visit the 
PhotographyBB website and he used YouTube as his 
platform in sharing the tutorial.

YouTube can provide you with this type of ability and 
a place where you can receive feedback about what you 
have provided. Again, you can post it to the other social 
networks you may using enabling you to leverage your 
product and even market your abilities, skills, methods, 
and mechanisms in crafting photographs. A short film 
can be an advertisement, much like the advertisement 
those of us on Twitter viewed that Gareth Glenn-Ash 
produced in early September.

Your short video can be a short interview of yourself 
about the vision you have had in producing a series of 
images. It can also be a demonstration of the methods 
you are using to produce a photographic effect, or 
even a mini documentary of where you traveled to find 
the scenery, images, and subjects that you found in 
producing your final product.

I have recently started taking my good friend and 
cameraman, Jeff Keith, everywhere I go when I decide 
to travel to make photographs. Jeff is learning about 
photography, but has a background in videography and 
when the opportunity arises we will begin filming our 
experiences in photography for a possible new video 
series. Maybe you have a friend that is interested in 
doing some video for you.

Allow them a moment of your time for an interview 
and to film the scene and subject that you have chosen. 
You can then use the video that has been produce to 
reach beyond the status update or photo-post, so a 

larger audience can be addressed. It can also help you 
get used to teaching if you have not ever taught before.

The video does not have to be fancy nor 
professionally produced, but it must convey a clear 
message about what you have chosen to accomplish 
and why it was necessary to share. This is truly a 
simple thing that you can do to facilitate a greater 
connection with your audience and those who may be 
potential buyers of your skills, abilities, and products. 
I would encourage you to make available the few 
minutes that it takes to make a short video and then 
the seconds that it takes to upload it to YouTube, 
so that the world can connect with the wonderful 
photographer that you are.

Click on the thumbnail below to view a short YouTube 
video from yours truly on PhotographyBB Magazine 
and the power of YouTube for photographers!

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Mike Frye. Please contact the author directly with any questions. Image credits as noted.

http://www.photographybb.com
http://www.pixelatedimage.com/blog
http://www.youtube.com/photographybb
http://www.youtube.com/photographybb
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kc3U8Ry81U4
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THE TRAVELING 
PHOTOGRAPHER

and how-to Protect Your Gear 
by Jon D. Ayres

Photographing your travels is an important part 
of any trip.  Making these photos not only serve 
as a memory of places you have visited, but 

also show others a part of what you have experienced 
and seen.  However, some important considerations 
that are often overlooked not only involves just what 
to carry as far as camera gear goes, but having 
exactly what you need.  I’m not talking about going 
on assignment to take photos for payment, but for the 
amateur photographer who has other interests apart 
from what the pro has.  I remember an old TV program 
called, “Man with a Camera.”  It stared one of my 
favorite actors, Charles Bronson, who was a freelance 
photographer and the problems he had on and off the 
job and how he dealt with them.  Of course, on TV 
the good guy always wins, but in real life bad things 
can and do happen to good people, and if they are not 
prepared it can be a world of hurt, and expensive.

Packing Your Gear
I believe the travel photographer should travel 

light, only carrying what you need.  This can be 
important if you doing any mountain hiking, or 
venturing into other extreme areas.  Though dSLR 
cameras are considered the best cameras there are 
sometimes they just are not the best choice; often 
dSLR cameras are not allowed in certain places 
such as concerts or museums.  Plus, packing a 
heavy dSLR kit can be hard to keep an eye on, where 
you may have to store in the baggage compartment 
instead of in your carry-on. You’re more likely to set 
your kit down and not keep an eye on it and before 
you know it, your expensive kit has grown legs and 
walked off.  Today’s point and shooters and bridge 
cameras can capture photos as well as any dSLR 
with just as many options and zoom range without 
lugging around all the weight.  The secret is learning 
your camera inside and out, its strengths and 
weaknesses, and how to overcome the weaknesses 
in order to take photos that can not be seen as any 
different from a dSLR.

For me the perfect travel photography kit would 
include camera either dSLR or bridge, plus one wide 
angle and telephoto lens, extra batteries, enough 
memory cards (or as I prefer, a PSD -  Personal 
Storage Device), cleaning kit and rechargers.  Also 
a nice point and shooter can often come in handy.  
This all can fit into a nice medium size camera bag 
or a P&S can slip right into your pocket.  It’s easy to 
keep an eye on and you have everything within easy 
reach.  Of course, your choice of camera and lens 
will determine the weight, but the weight should be 
easily managed when you travel light. A good point 
and shooter will weigh even less and everything 
(camera, memory cards, PSD, batteries can be 
carried in a belt pouch, battery chargers can be kept 
in the hotel room.

Keep That Gear Safe!
Choosing a good camera case is of utmost 

importance, you need a case that protects your 
camera from all threats, both natural and human.  I 
personally prefer LowePro All-Weather bags for my 
gear.  LowePro bags are well padded, weatherproof, 

This is my travel bag, it holds a camera with 
normal lens, a wide angle lens, tele lens, extra 
memory cards, extra batteries, psd, remote 
shutter release, cleaning kit and  a few other 
odds and ends. It’s relatively light, easy to 
manage and keep an eye on while walking.

<<

http://www.photographybb.com
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holds everything I need with many pockets and 
compartments and double lock in that each pocket 
and compartment double lock with zippers and 
snap locks.  A word of advice: Make sure to zip the 
pockets and then snap the locks shut.  I got careless 
on my last trip to Yalta, and paid big-time for my 
carelessness.  I removed my wide angle lens from 
my case and instead of re-zipping it or snapping the 
lock, I just let the case flap flop down.  Wouldn’t you 
know it, a pickpocket noticed this and lifted up the 
flap, and took my PSD with all my photos up until that 
time.  I guess they thought it was a wallet or iPod, 
but my carelessness cost me big time.  So always 
keep your case flaps secure and walk with your 
hand over your case so it can not be opened without 
you ever knowing it.  Professional pickpockets can 
open a camera case and take out everything without 
you even knowing it if you’re not careful. That is one 
reason I do not like or use camera backpacks, they 
can be opened too easily by professionals without 
the wearer ever knowing it.  LowePro bags can be 
carried over the shoulder or on your belt towards the 
front so you are aware if somebody tries monkeying 
with you bag.  Of course, even though small bags 
are easy to carry, they also are easy to snatch, grab 
and run off if you’re not careful.

Mind Your Manners
Two years ago in Yalta, I had a dockworker 

physically try and take my camera from me.  I did 
something very stupid, I refused to back down.  It 
was really stupidity on my part.  The dockworker 
most took exception to me taking his photo.  I was 
in an uppity mood; I was taking public photos in a 
public place and I was not going to let him tell me 
otherwise, so I kept on taking photos of the pier. Well, 
he did not like that and tried to physically take my 
camera from me. After a short physical altercation, 
he did not get my camera, but still I was ashamed.  
If I had just backed down and not taken his photo, 
the incident would have been avoided.  The photos 
where nothing special really, just a pier.

This recent time in Yalta, a couple of people 
with hawks took exception to me photographing 
a lady holding the hawk.  They all expect you pay 
even though they are in a public place.  One tried to 
block me from taking the photo, and this time I just 
walked off.  You have to understand that in some 
parts of the world, a person with a camera taking 
photos makes people nervous, they may be working 
illegally, or from past history where only government 
officials took photos, it frightens people.  So if you 
start getting bad looks from people, then its time 
to move on.  No photo is worth fighting and risking 
getting arrested or hurt.

Street photography is one of my favorite 
photography subjects, but things have changed a lot 
from when I was younger. It used to be if you took 
a stranger’s photo, they considered it a compliment; 
they would smile and start posing for you.  You have 
to observe people’s reactions to your photo taking 
and if they look upset, then move on.  Plus in some 
parts of the world, a person with a camera in a local 
park is automatically considered a threat of some 
sort, and the police are called (as what happened to 
a UK father taking photos of his own child playing in 
the playground).  So think about what you’re doing, 
watch people’s reactions to your photography and 
know not only when to leave, but how you will handle 
a confrontation.    

Respect Mother Nature
Protection against human predators are not the 

photographer’s only concerns; protection against 
the natural elements is also a worry.  Keep a good 
cleaning kit in your camera bag, cloth, cleaning 
liquid, q-tips, and other items which can be kept in a 
small tin in your case.  You never know what could 
happen; a big wave, sudden downpour, dust or sand 
blowing in the wind, you never know, so always be 
prepared.  I like to keep a couple of plastic bags 
in my camera bag to place my camera in if rain 
starts and also keep my camera in an all weather 
camera bag if raining to heavily since my bag is an 
all weather bag.  

Take extra care when shooting near salt-water!

http://www.photographybb.com
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Know the Locale
One final recommendation, always keep a cell 

phone with you.  Most countries have an English 
language phone line.  For example, in Moscow 
it’s number 2; just dial number 2 and you have an 
English speaking police officer.  Know what numbers 
to call for help if you need it, whether police, fire, 
medical or rescue.  Also, take time to learn a little 
about the culture, history and mannerism of the 
country and people you will be visiting.  Learn a few 
polite sayings in the native language, it can go a 
long way in smoothing over misunderstandings if 
you can show you know a little of the culture and 
history of the people and speak a little in apology in 
the native language.  This is a big world of ours and 
in most countries, photography and photographers 
are welcome, but its only human nature for 
misunderstandings to happen and knowing how 
to smooth things over prevents conflicts.  Travel 
photography is a great way to bring home the 
memories to share with others and yourself, so rather 
than letting potential mishaps spoil your trip, travel 
prepared and you’ll be equipped to avoid them.

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jon D. Ayres. Please contact the author directly with any questions.

You never know when the unexpected crashing wave may splash that harmful salt-water onto your camera. Always have a basic cleaning kit ready!

Traveling light enables you to enjoy your trip and have fun with other 
things besides worrying about everything your carrying on your 
shoulder or back.
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Photography around the World 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPLORATIONS OF OUR BEAUTIFUL AND MAGNIFICENT PLANET EARTH

THE ADIRONDACKS: RAqUETTE LAKE, NY -  By Jason Anderson

Made of roughly an eighty mile (200kmk) 
circular area in upstate New York, The 
Adirondack Mountains are a source of great 

enjoyment for locals and tourists alike.  With such a 
wide area though, to really enjoy it requires more time 
than most could afford in this day and age.  Having 
lived in New York through almost all of my school years 
(elementary, junior high, high school, and college), I’ve 
spent enough time in the area to really enjoy much of 
what it has to offer.  

Some of the mountains worth a climb include Mt. 
Marcy (the highest in the state – at about a mile), 
Dix, Gothix, Giant, Haystack, and Whiteface.  For 
the hikers in the group, you can become one of the 
respected Adirondack 46’ers by climbing all 46 of 
the highest peaks in the state.  I lived there from 
1980 to 1993 and still had not accomplished the 

goal, as some are pretty elusive.  (It took me three 
tries to get to the top of Marcy as I prefer fall hikes 
when it’s less humid and there are fewer bugs…but 
much more snow!)

If hiking is not your thing, there are still tons of 
places to entertain the landscape photographer, by way 
of the many lakes that dot the area, including several 
notable places to visit such as Long Lake, Indian lake, 
and a host of others.  However, obviously given the 
title of this piece, there is one place that keeps calling 
me back annually: The more popular Raquette Lake.  
Situated almost dead center (a little north and west of 
center) to the area, Raquette Lake is a fairly large lake 
area for the mountains.  While it certainly cannot hold 
a candle to Lake Ontario some 130 miles to the west, 
it’s a great vacation spot for beginner and serious 
campers and backpackers alike.
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It’s about an hour and a half drive from Albany, 
the capital of New York, and is reachable for most 
of the year.  (Although, if you want to head into the 
area after October, you’d better have a 4-wheel 
drive vehicle for transportation, just in case of an 
early snowfall.)  The best way to enjoy the lake is to 
actually get in a boat, canoe, or other water vehicle 
and pick one of the many campgrounds that dot the 
area.  At its widest point, the lake is about 6 miles 
from east to west, and the entire north south distance 
covers about 4 miles, so it’s not a huge area to cover, 
but due to the fingers that just into the lake across the 
expanse, there’s really no direct route that one can 
take to get to various points of interest. 

My most recent trip took us about halfway in, to 
one of the first campground sets that are open to the 
public.  Other annual boys and girls camps dot the 
area too, and their morning and evening revile can be 
heard when camping nearby.  We opted to go the route 
of canoes for this trip, and the time of year was perfect.

The heat of the summer had passed, and the cold 
of the fall had not yet dropped below freezing.  While 
mosquitoes and flies are still around in the evening, it’s 
nothing a little bug spray from your local retail store won’t 
cure.  The fall foliage is about to come into full force, so 
time is ticking on the clock for those interested in catching 
the wondrous colors of fall in upstate new York.

Without having the benefit of the fall foliage though, 
there is still plenty to capture the eye of the camera.  
Early morning and evening make for prime shooting 
times as the sunsets can be really phenomenal.  
Granted, a few clouds always help add to the drama 
of scenes, but these also usually signify coming rain 
(which is not good for photo gear), so the dichotomy for 
a photographer is rather evident.  You want the clouds 
for the photos, but not for the sleeping or camera risks.

Day One
Our first day, we left at about ten in the morning 

and after a lunch nearby the launch point; we were 
hitting the lake at about 1 in the afternoon.  Clouds 
were slowly creeping across the sky as we paddled 
our canoes out to the campsite some 2 miles in.  After 
about an hour of paddling with my nephew in the rear 
(who was still learning how to steer), we got to our 
destination point at about 2:30.  The mountains and 
hills that surround the area make for shorter days, so 
we knew to set up camp pretty quickly.

Setting up camp isn’t too difficult as all you really 
need is a tent with a rain cover to enjoy the great 
outdoors.  Another option to consider when scheduling 

For this trip, we decided to reach our campsite via canoes.
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your trip to Raquette Lake are various lean-tos (half 
buildings that are maintained by the Parks Service), 
and can be rented for roughly $3 US per night.  

The younger boys in our trip (there were 12 of us 
in all, about half adults, and half kids) who wanted to 
“really” sleep outside, hung their mosquito nets in the 
lean-tos and weighted them down with rocks to help 
protect themselves during the sleeping hours.  I am 
not sure how well they worked, but I never heard any 
complaints, so your mileage may vary.  

Keep in mind that the net is also something that 
must be packed, unpacked, hung, re-packed, and 
ported back out!  While this is also true of a tent, I had 
the added luxury of guaranteed dryness, cover from 
mosquitoes, and even a bit of added sleep time in the 
morning as it acted as a shade from the morning sun.  
(Not too much though, as even from my tent, I was 
usually up at about 5:30am).

Some other things to take into account when 
planning your arrival time and setting things up is that 

“Lean-tos” are available for rent for roughly $3 USD per night.

Our setup, with the fire getting nice and hot.

Mosquito nets make for more comfortable nights.

Paddles for the 12 of us!
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you will need some firewood to both light the area at 
night, possibly cook your food (if you don’t have a gas 
stove), and help to ward off the night time bugs that 
can feed on you with surprising stealth.

The other part of setting up camp also included 
pulling our canoes in off the water and up on to dry 
land as we didn’t have a lot of spare rope (most 
was brought to hang food in trees to deter visits by 
bear that make the area their habitat).  Because it’s 
such a popular place though, we didn’t see any bear 
during our trip, but some other more tame and friendly 
residents did visit – more on that in a bit.

Packing food for a trip into the Adirondacks is 
also an exercise in planning because with canoes 
you can port more than if you had to carry it all in 
a backpack.  Several coolers found their way into 
the camp (I think there were 3 full of chilled food)!  
There were also several duffle bags of dried food 
and stores, so we weren’t exactly “roughing it” to 
any great degree.  (Unless you count sleeping in a 
tent on a bed of grass roughing it.) 

Lastly, we did a quick cellular check:  Verizon, 
AT&T, and Sprint showed no coverage bars, so safety 
calls to the female clan who stayed behind was not 

possible.  My brother in law was packing smartly 
though as he brought along a Spot Messenger and 
beeped out a “safe” signal to report back to parts more 
known that we were all okay.  

Our first meal in consisted of baby-back ribs!  Yup, 
we packed these into one of the coolers and come 
dinner time, they were still chilled quite nicely on day 
one.  So, we wrapped them in foil, built a campfire 
good and hot, and then racked them above the glowing 
coals for a good time.  About an hour and a half later, 
and a lot of finger licking, and manly burping (it was an 
all-guys trip), the ribs were polished off.  So, the food 
that could spoil was taken care of quickly!

Since it was a rather tiring day getting cars packed, 
driving, canoeing, setting up camp, making dinner, and 
cleaning up afterwards, we hit the sack pretty early.  The 
clouds overhead also suggested that it might not be a 
night to stay up counting stars as raindrops were more 
likely to be the countable item.  Sure enough, about an 
hour after retiring, the pitter-patter of raindrops starting 
soothing me to sleep.  

Day Two
The morning of day two had some gorgeous fog 

touching the area.  While I did have my camera with 
me, I did not think to bring my tripod out first thing in 
the morning as other more pressing thoughts were 
on my mind.  I did take a short stroll down the path 
that headed to the interior pond/lake and after walking 
about 100 yards in, met my first morning visitor.  Clearly 
comfortable around people, he didn’t bolt off and just 
flash his white tail at me.  

Remember to pack for both cooking and eating!

http://www.photographybb.com
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Instead, the deer kept some distance initially, 
not sure if the device in my hands was something he 
should be concerned about.  Since no loud bangs ever 
came about, he allowed me to venture a bit closer and 
capture what I could.  Hand holding a camera first 
thing in the morning in fog and low light is not a good 
recipe for photos, so nothing really stunning presented 
itself on review.  I made a mental note to make sure I 
took my tripod out the next morning.

As the fog lifted, the rest of the camp awoke and 
started muttering words like “coffee” and “breakfast”.  
The crew came prepared as gas stoves started whistling 
their fumes through controlled flame to heat water for 
the morning meal.  Here, it is helpful to note that the 
lake water is not immediately potable (drinkable), so if 
you don’t want to haul a lot of water in, you need water 
purifiers (in the form of tablets and filters) to clean out 
any possible bacteria before consumption.  We did 
have several gallons that we brought in, but with 12 of 
us, the potable stuff brought in was gone by the end 
of the second day, so plan ahead!  After a breakfast of 
eggs, bacon, and Starbucks coffee (instant, purchase-
able in easily carried sticks of 12-packs), the dishes 
were rinsed and cleaned of their food remnants, and 
we laid out our plans for the day.

Since clouds were overhead, we didn’t have a 
lot of gumption to hike or do much in the way of 

canoeing around the area.  Instead, we tasked the 
younger boys with a “treasure hunt”, which for their 
age was an early version of learning land navigation.  
While they did the morning dishes, the older ones 
trekked out in various directions and planted clues 
and treats for them to “find” and bring back.  The 
resulting “eureka’s” were met with chuckles from the 
entire older crowd as we sipped our second coffees 
of the day and generally just enjoyed a bit of down 
time and catching up.  On their return, we verified 
their treasure trove, and after a lunch of grilled 
cheese sandwiches, crackers and GORP, decided 
it was time for some good old fashioned baseball!  
(And for those of you that don’t know, GORP is an 
acronym for grain-oats-raisins-peanuts, basically 
trail mix, but home made with Wheat Chex, Rice 
Chex, peanuts, pretzels, and M&Ms!) 

So, the senior crowd of the three generations 
kicked back with their guitars and books, while the 
2nd and 3rd generations divided up into teams and 
whacked about nine Whiffle balls with a plastic bat 
(brought by my brother-in-law) around for a few 
hours.  When the crew tired of that, it was getting to 
the hottest part of the day, so the kids changed into 
swim trunks and made a bee line for the lake.  Suffice 
to say, they cooled off pretty quickly, and soon after 
their swim, the campfire was quickly stoked back up 
to burn off the evident chill!
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With most of the family being New Yorkers at heart, 
the evening settled in with a crank-powered radio, 
tuned to a distant AM station calling the Yankees game 
(and yes, we got good enough reception to hear most 
of it!) as we prepped for dinner.  My Chef Boyardee was 
quite delicious, and as we ate our various individual 
meals, the frozen pie came out of the cooler with the 
dry ice.  It had sufficiently de-thawed and was wrapped 
in aluminum foil and placed in the bed of hot coals we 
had been preparing.  After the dinner dishes were 
washed and a sufficient number of manly burps were 
uttered (along with the occasional off-colored joke 
told), the pie came out and I kid you not, it probably 
one of the best frozen apple pies I’ve ever had!

The rain started in again, so we decided to call it 
a night early, and ducked off to our various sleeping 
accommodations, with boys laughing and talking 
amongst themselves in lean-to shacks, and most 
adults in tents (my father being the notable exception, 
who is a true minimalist and brought neither tent nor 
mosquito net, and just slept in his bag on the floor of 
the half-shack.  His bitten face was quite haggard by 
day three…)

Day Three
Our last full day there, started off early, as did the 

first, except with a much brighter forecast.  I woke up 
and grabbed not only my camera, but my tripod as well 
and began my morning routine (although there was no 
fog this morning, of course)!  I walked around the point, 
trying various compositions in the morning light.  The 
tame visitors did not make their appearance though, 
so no opportunities were presented for the “wildlife”.  
Some good landscape work was done though, so no 
complaints from me.

I began heading back to our central camping area 
when I heard stoves fire up to distil and heat the water 
we were now pumping from the lake.  After a cup or 
two of instant Starbucks and another round of eggs 
and bacon, all the perishables were gone.  (My father 
had instant oatmeal and claimed it was delicious!)  
This day turned out to be the best day there as the 
clouds were the less-threatening cumulous types, and 
make for not only good day hikes, but also for good 
photography given the venue.  

So, the 4 mile hike preparations began.  It 
consisted of the younger boys led by their parental 
fathers taking a day hike to the interior that promised 
another pond.  Clothes were changed to hiking 
boots, socks, and lunches were packed for the mid-
day meal (peanut butter sandwiches now with more 
crackers, water and GORP).  Fathers lathered up 
their kids and themselves in sunscreen (it can still 

burn you pretty quick, so make sure you pack some 
in for the sunny days!), and headed off down the trail 
to the promised pond.  

I elected not to take the hike as I wanted to stroll 
around with camera in hand to really get some photos 
as I’d not really had a chance to explore the previous 
day from a “photographer’s” perspective.  After shooting 
around, and scoping out possible areas for sunset 
captures, I headed back to the camp where the senior 
generation had been cleaning up and organizing the 
area around our accommodations (a.k.a. sleeping).  In 
all honesty, it’s probably one of my favorite “snapshots” 
from the trip, but I am biased!

I ate an easy meal of Ramen noodles made by 
a quick heat of some purified water on the paternal 
stove as he was now awake and readying his own 
lunch.  The sodium and cholesterol be damned, that 
was a mighty fine packet of noodles.  I could have 
almost eaten two packs!  A few crackers and GORP 
satisfied me though.  

When the father-son sets returned from their hike, it 
was again, the hot part of the day, and like some other 
residents of the area (there were probably about 3 or 4 
other camping sets that were staying on the point with 
us), it was time to head to the water to stay comfortable.

Swim trunks were donned, and fathers stood 
around drinking the last of the frosty cans of…um, 
beverages, watching their sons splash and roll 
around in the cool waters of Raquette Lake.  We 
found a few stumps of larger trees that had splashed 
down into the lake from previous wood gatherers and 
up-ended them to serve as makeshift seats while we 
noshed on some pretzels and satisfied our thirst as 
men are known to do with such food items.  We also 
took advantage of the opportunity to use some of our 
camp soap to clean a few essential articles of clothing 
for those that had packed lighter.

Swimming in the Lake will cool you down quickly!
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The beer…er, beverages were finished, shirts 
were dried and boys tired of swimming around, so we 
headed back in as evening was approaching.  The 
last nightly purification of water was pumped into our 
portable gallon jugs and brought in to the camp for 
the meal.  Water was heated (and we needed a lot of 
water as this was an entirely freeze-dried meal for all 
12 of us!), the meal was eaten, and the final rinse of 
dinner dishes began.  Since mine was a can of Chef 
Boyardee, that was tossed into a garbage bag to be 
taken out with us and I was done rather quickly.  

I took advantage of the time to head out to the point 
and try to catch some of the remaining beams of light 
poking their way through the clouds and mountains as 
our last day came to an end.

The next morning, we woke to an entirely instant 
breakfast of oatmeal (which I think my father was tired 
of), and coffee before rolling our remaining items into 
bags then headed back into canoes for the paddle 
home.  My nephew had enough of steering, so I 
navigated home and with the point and shoot at the 
ready, managed to get a few shots as we headed back 
to return the canoe rentals.  Nothing spectacular as the 
“canoe-legs” were never really fully restored, but all in 
all – a fun trip, and one I’d highly recommend!

Gear and protection
• Canon 40D
• Canon AS 500 IS
• Canon 10-22mm
• Sigma 70mm
• CF cards
• Three batteries and a clip of 8 AA’s

I used simple Ziploc sandwich bags to individually 
wrap each camera item, then armed with my clothes, 
stuffed a water proof bag from REI as full as I could 
with gear.  This folded over itself on the open end 
several times which ensured no water could get in and 
damage the gear.  My tripod I simply brought in the 
base of the canoe, and my P&S stayed in the cargo 
pants pocket of my shorts.  Everything came back as 
dry as it was when I went in!

Camping Gear 
• Tent
• Sleeping bag (30 degree bag)
• Mess Kit
• Stove (Each individual family had one)
• Propane
• Canteen (I also took a wineskin…)
• Compass
• Eating utensils
• Camping knife
• Sunglasses
• Off (bug spray)
• Sunscreen
• Water jugs

 

Entertainment Items
• Cards (yes, we even played cards for an hour or so 
one day)
• Whiffle balls & bat
• A magazine for me, others brought small books, all 
secured easily with Ziploc bags

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jason Anderson. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Late in the still evening of Monday 30th September, 
deep in the bowels of the extravagant Las Vegas 
Hotel, well below the banks of whirring, blinking 
money machines and their obedient attendants lies the 
extensive expanse of the Mandalay Bay conference 
centre. The scene is set.

 
The lights are subdued and the place is deserted, apart 

from the old grey haired uniformed guard sitting, nodding 
in his tilted chair. Towers of books as thick as telephone 
directories lay stacked beneath black drapes and row upon 
row of expectant information signs stand guard over empty 

halls. Halls soon to be filled with the over enthusiastic roar 
of thousands of diverse Photoshop groupies from every 
corner of the world. 

Those telephone directories are conference class 
workbooks, one for every attendee, and those information 
signs are soon to point the way to a choice of almost a 
hundred different specialist seminars.  For tomorrow is the 
twice-a-year, pulse-pounding, must-attend conference 
and expo that caters exclusively for photographers, 
creatives and users of the most powerful and influential 
visual imaging software ever…Photoshop World 2010! 

Special Feature: Photoshop World 2010

“I WANNA PHOTOSHOP ALL NIGHT...” - By John Ogden
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Photoshop World, brought to you by the National association of Photoshop Professionals (NAPP) the very same “fine, 
fine people” that bring you Photoshop User Magazine and the ever popular Photoshop User TV podcast.

 
They love to have a theme. There’s always a theme, last year it was American Football, before that Star Trek and this 

year its Entertainment Vegas style, with the NAPP guys in full KISS stage make up, playing live and loud at Wednesday’s 
Key Note introductory session and the Adobe executives performing real Copperfield Magic and illusion, they actually made 
one of their girls disappear!

KISS, of course, famous for wanting to “...rock & roll all night and party every day...” inspired the NAPP Photoshop World 
opening number “I Wanna Photoshop all night, retouch every day”!

 Tuesday starts with a choice of extra “precon” workshops lasting anywhere from four to nine hours working with and 
alongside some of the most credible and influential instructors in the field, Deke McClelland, David Ziser, Joe McNally to 
name just a few. These pre-conference events attract an extra cost, but hey, if you’re flying half way across the world for 
three days, why not make it four?

 
This precon day is different because there is also a free Canon sponsored evening session led by Rockville based 

photographer, Clay Blackmore of Clay & Co. Blackmore and his crew move seamlessly from photography to one of this 
conference’s key concepts, shooting DSLR video. 

The crowd wait expectantly for the rocking, strutting, pointing, thrashing NAPP team to burst onto the stage.

The NAPP boys parody KISS, note Scott Kelby (centre) still wearing his glasses over the Photoshop toolbox inspired face make up.

http://www.photographybb.com


Time and time again the message came through from Adobe, NAPP, from the conference instructors and exhibitors, 
video is coming…. Get ready! The other heavily featured concept is 3D. Faster machines mean that both 3D and video 
are more accessible to Photoshop users. 3D capability in particular has developed feverishly over the last two or three 
versions of Photoshop, and of course you can now use Lightroom 3 to catalogue and rate your video files; a sign of 
things to come, maybe.

 

The numbers:
- 1 million square feet of award winning conference and exhibition space
- 10 Preconference sessions to choose from 
- 12 overarching topic “tracks”, e.g. lighting, motion graphics, weddings etc
- Over 90 different hour long classes to choose from over three days
- 36 legendary industry specialist instructors 
- Over 50 Tech Expo exhibitors
- Over 30 additional classes on the Expo floor

I chose a healthy mix of classes delivered by the instructors I respect and covering the areas I currently teach. I learned 
about Photography from Joe McNally, Zack Arias and legendary New York old school Photographer Jay Maisel.

I uncovered secrets of Photoshop CS5 courtesy of Adobe’s Dr Russell Brown, Calvin Hollywood, Ben Wilmore, Dave 
Cuerdon and the ever irreverent Deke McClelland and further developed my Lightroom expertise by listening to RC 
Concepcion, Chis Orwig, Adobe’s Terry White and NAPP’s very own President and conference chair, Scott Kelby.

Dr Russell Brown pushing 3D and teaching on the expo floor.

Joe McNally beats Deke in a “how many hands do you need to talk” competition, while RC Concepcion rallies the webmaster troops.



 

Thursday, the middle day, that’s the killer. Classes and events start at 8:15 am and it’s pretty much straight through until 
9:15 pm with further festivities for the brave hearted finishing up at midnight!

 
The most popular stand on the Expo floor has to be FJ Wescott’s “live photoshoot”. More addictive than the fruit machines 

and much more pleasing on the eye, Wescott in conjunction with NAPP created four small studio set ups complete with 
Westcott lighting, hired professional models and, a stroke of genius, brought in Candace Corey, (an exceptional professional 
make up artist), from Chicago.

     

Terry White demonstrates tethered shooting in Lightroom, and manages to take one shot before his battery runs out of charge!

Candace Corey in action at Westcott’s “shoot out”



The results were astounding, and have been submitted to a competition the prizes for which include publication in 
Westcott’s new upcoming 2011 brochure.   

Its 4:00 on the Friday afternoon and the conference wrap up session is underway. It’s emotional, exiting and draining. 
As the clock strikes five the place empties like it’s on fire as cabs are called and airport check in queues joined. It’s over...

The sets are dismantled, the goodies are all gone, and our old friend the security guard slowly makes his way hands 
firmly clasped behind his back. Wait, what’s that tune he’s whistling?  “I Wanna Photoshop All Night…” 

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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by Jay Livens

Many people equate image noise to digital cameras.  
However, noise has existed since the dawn of 
photography, and is often evident in older images.  

Noise is also common in images that are captured at high 
ISO (ASA).  Traditional film photographers did not have the 
ability to dynamically change ISO like we can today, and 
this new found freedom often results in more image noise 
as photographers take advantage of high ISO sensitivities.

The other element to consider about noise is that its 
characterization has changed over time.  Many image 
connoisseurs favor the traditional grain of film, where as 
the noise in digital images has a different composition 
altogether.  Digital noise is characterized by both light 
and dark (luminance), and color splotches.  Noise can be 
distracting, but can also be minimized with the appropriate 
shooting techniques and post processing.  In this article we 
will review the common sources of noise and methods the 
photographer can use to address them.

Sensor size
Digital cameras are available in a range of sizes and 

form factors.  Point and shoot cameras are smaller in size 
and include smaller lenses and sensors.  Digital SLRs 
(dSLRs), in contrast, are larger and have bigger sensors.  
DSLR sensors vary from the APS-C standard in midrange 
cameras to 35mm equivalent at the high end.  In general, 
as sensor sizes grow, the price increases and noise 
decreases.  Thus, more expensive cameras will often 
deliver less noise and better image quality.

Sensor size is a critical consideration when purchasing 
a new camera and it is important to remember that price 
and sensor size are typically correlated.  Sensor choice 
will also impact camera size since bigger sensors are only 
available in larger cameras.  If you have a small sensor 
camera (e.g. non-dSLR) then your best strategy is to shoot 
with the lowest ISO wherever possible to get the best image 
quality. Many point and shoot cameras do not allow for 
manual ISO configuration, so you may not have a choice 
in this area. Thus, when considering camera options, you 
may wish to include ISO adjustability as a requirement.

ISO
The most common source of noise is ISO.  As the 

photographer increases ISO, image noise increases.   The 
amount of noise varies by sensor size and the amount of 
ISO increase (higher ISO = more noise).

Coping with this type of noise comes down to finding 
ways to reduce ISO.  However, reducing ISO may not always 
be possible.  If you decrease ISO by one stop then you 
must adjust either aperture or shutter speed to maintain the 
proper exposure.  Adjusting aperture may not be possible 
if you are shooting wide open.  Changing shutter speed 
may cause blurring if you are hand holding the camera or 
the subject is moving.  A tripod will compensate for blurring 
due to camera movement, but will not address subject 
movement.  The best solution to reduce ISO is to use a 
flash; the added light source will give the photographer 
greater flexibility in choosing aperture and shutter speed. 

Image Crop
All images exhibit some level of noise which will vary 

based on sensor size and ISO.  However, the process of 
cropping an image can exacerbate or even create noise 
problems.  The challenge is that cropping is effectively 
the same as zooming in on the image and this process 
amplifies image imperfections such as noise.  Thus 
a perfectly noise free image can look very noisy when 
highly cropped (see example on the following page).

The best solution is to minimize cropping.  This is not 
to say that you should never crop, but the goal should be 
to capture the image you want upfront and not have to 
resort to tight cropping after the fact.  If you find yourself 
cropping frequently, then you should consider using a 
bigger zoom lens.

Alternative ways to address noise
One potential solution is to use third party noise reduction 

software.  There are a variety of packages including Noise 
Ninja and Noiseware.  However, there is no silver bullet.  

Digital NOISE
where does it come from

and how can we minimize it?

http://www.photographybb.com
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These solutions will do a better job than Photoshop’s 
embedded noise reduction, but it is unrealistic to expect 
any tool to take an ISO 3200 image and make it look 
the same as an ISO 100 one.  Also keep in mind that 
these tools can be complex to use and expensive to 
purchase, but they can provide compelling benefits.

Another option to consider is shooting a high 
dynamic range (HDR) image.  HDR images are 
created by combining multiple standard images into 
one picture with a large dynamic range.  A side benefit 
of the technology is that it can reduce noise since 
the combination of multiple images tends to even out 

background noise.  Of course, this process typically 
requires add-on software such as Photomatix Pro.  
(PhotographyBB readers are eligible for a 15% 
discount on Photomatix Pro; you can read more 
about it here).  The caveat is that you need to capture 
multiple images to use HDR functionality.

Noise is present in all images; it is simply a fact 
when working in the world of digital photography. While 
this article provides some strategies to minimize image 
noise, each individual photographer must decide 
how much noise he/she can tolerate and adjust their 
shooting accordingly.

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Jay Livens. Please contact the author directly with any questions. Images by Dave Seeram.

As seen above, the top image appears relatively noise-free. However, when cropped, the noise is much more visibly prevalent.

http://www.photographybb.com
http://www.photographybb.com/hdr
http://www.photographybb.com/hdr
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How to ShooT

  PRODUCT
  PHOTOGRAPHY

using a SINGLE LIGhT SoURCE
by Grady Layman

The most important part of any image is the light that falls on the subject. The key to photography is learning 
how to light all objects. Each new subject will create its own unique challenges. Shinny objects can create 
unwanted reflections. People typically need soft, flattering light. Illuminating large areas can require a lot of 

power. However, illuminating small objects can be the most difficult. 

Today we will take a look at how to light a few small products. In this article we will only be using one light source, a few 
bounce cards, and some color corrective gels. With a few simple steps you will know how to shoot some stunning product images. 
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This image here (left) is a simple close up shot of a 
Nikon Coolpix camera. This camera is very reflective and 
can create some distracting reflections. These reflections 
can be corrected by moving your light source a few inches 
in any direction. 

This type of detail shot doesn’t require much room. 
For this image I used the dining room table.

As you can see the background is a “high key” white 
backdrop. It is important to remember that “high key” 
backgrounds reflect more light than darker backgrounds. 
This white background acts as a large bounce card which 
fills in most of the shadows. 

This image was illuminated with one hot-shoe flash 
located to the left side of the camera. The flash was placed 
about two feet off the table and is aimed to shoot over the 
top of the product. I had the stock bounce card extended on 
the flash head so a small amount of light is bouncing down 
towards the product. This helps create soft even light. The 
majority of the light from the flash is not being utilized due 
to the fact that it is shooting right over the product. 

This next image (right) is the same set up as above 
but I wanted to add some more fill around the lens. So I 
simply placed a white bounce card to the right side of the 
camera. This bounce card was made out of corex plastic 
and is very durable. Corex is mostly used for real estate 
yard signage; however you could use anything white. 

The bounce card isn’t bouncing a lot of light back 
towards the product. However, it is creating another 
white reflection on the shadow side of the lens. 

Most people struggle with reflective objects because 
they point the light source directly at the subject. However, 
most reflective surfaces look better when you light the 
surroundings. The key is making sure that you don’t have 
anything around your object that will create a distracting 
reflection. When you are working this close to the object, 
sometimes you or the camera will create an unwanted 
reflection.   

Here is a shot showing the entire product shot set up. 
Take a look at how the flash is not pointed at the object. 
Also note that the green wall that the flash is pointed at 
will not reflect much light because it is dark. However, it 
could create a green reflection depending upon the angle 
the object is placed at. 

     
After I was satisfied with the results from the camera 

shoot, I decided to experiment with some sunglasses. 
Shooting a subject such as sunglasses is challenging 
for two reasons; they are very reflective and they are 
also curved. Curved objects will reflect more of the 
surrounding objects in your room. It can be hard to hide 
yourself, camera, lights, and other objects from being part 
of the reflection. If you can’t move the reflecting object 
then you can try draping a black cloth over it.   
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This image (right) was created again with just one 
light. The hot-shoe flash was positioned behind the 
sunglasses. The flash head is aimed straight up at the 
ceiling with the built in bounce card extended. Again the 
flash’s bounce card is reflecting the light towards the 
sunglasses.

These glasses have nice deep amber colors. 
Backlighting the glasses brings out those rich colors and 
also cuts down on the specular highlights caused by the 
flash burst. You can still see the highlight caused by the 
flash on the top right side of the glasses. However, the 
specular highlights would be larger and more distracting 
if the flash was placed on the other side of the glasses. 

Take a closer look at the larger specular highlight 
right above the sunglass logo. Remember how the 
flash head was aimed at the ceiling? This large 
highlight is the visual impact from the light reflecting 
off the ceiling. This basically turned the ceiling into 
one large bounce card. If you don’t like this effect 
then you can place a black card over the top of the 
sunglasses to block any returning light.    

After reviewing the above image on the back of 
the camera, I decided I wanted to illuminate the logo 
a little more. If I add another flash to this side of the 
glasses then I would just turn the logo into a specular 
highlight, thus making it unreadable. Knowing this, I 

decided to add another bounce card that would reflect 
a little light in the direction of the logo. I chose to use 
another section of white corex placed right above the 
camera. You can see in the next image (left/above) 
that there now is a brighter specular highlight right 
above the logo. This new highlight is slightly brighter 
and also positioned inside the previous ceiling 
highlight. Also note that the logo has become brighter 
which usually helps draw your eyes attention.

 
The image (right) shows the exact set up for the 

sunglasses. Note the location and position of the flash 
head. The corex bounce card was taped to a light stand. 
It definitely proves that you don’t need to buy expensive 
gear to get quality results. 

  

The next product shot is a detail shot of a clear 
Crown Royal glass. This product shot has both the 
challenges from the previous products. This glass is 
highly reflective as well as round, both create their own 
problems. However, once you can identify the problems 
then you can work towards solutions.

This photo was created with one flash placed on the 
left side of the camera. The flash head again is aimed 
so the majority of the light hits over the top of the glass. 
The bounce card on the flash head is also extended so 
some light is bounced down towards the glass.  
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 The first image that I shot of the glass was 
acceptable but I wanted to create a few more specular 
highlights. I knew that I wanted to use a bounce card that 
was more reflective than the white corex cards. I simply 
wrapped the corex with aluminum foil. The foil creates a 
high reflective silver bounce card. This card was placed 
on the right side of the camera so that it would bounce 
light back from the flash. This image (right) shows the 
results after placing the foil bounce card.  

You can clearly see the impacts from using the silver 
bounce card. If this card would have been white corex 
then the impact would not be as noticeable. Also note the 
cool blue color that is now introduced to the photo. This is 
the direct effect from the color of the silver foil. 

The color “blue” naturally creates a cold feeling. However, I wanted this image to have an appearance of warmth. I chose 
to create more warmth by adding a full sheet of CTO (color temperature orange) over the silver bounce card. Color corrective 
gels can quickly change the color of any light source. Typically they are placed on lights and not used on reflectors. This is due 
to the size of the average gel, which are around 8.5”x11”. However, this is a perfect size for shooting most products. 

The image below shows the exact lighting set up. The flash set up is the same as the previous product shots. You can 
also see the position of the silver bounce card with the CTO gel. The next image demonstrates the results after adding the 
CTO gel. You can clearly see that the color temperature has changed. Adding the CTO has defiantly warmed the image, 
which in my opinion fits this product better. 

In the final product shot I added a little mist sprayed from a water bottle. This helps create the illusion of condensation 
forming on the glass. That condensation also helps illustrate to the view that the glass is been chilled. 

When it comes to shooting product shots, attention to 
detail is critical. Each product will have its own reflectivity. 
Those reflective properties will require you to make 
corrections to your lighting.

Pay close attention to the location of your lights and the 
specular highlights they create. Also keep a close eye out for 
any other distracting reflections caused by other objects in 
the room, such as yourself or equipment. Once your lighting 
is arranged and set up, you can start adding other details like 
gels, mist, or fog to create the perfect image.  

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Grady Layman. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Have you seen them yet?  You know… those signals 
that tell you the end of the year is approaching.  
Too early you say?  Nope, I’ve seen them already.  

My wife and I were driving not far from home last 
week and lo-and-behold, there it was - a cleared dirt 
parking lot with a large tent structure and a truck trailer 
with a sign on the side that read, “Christmas Trees for 
Sale.”  I know what you’re thinking, well that’s just weird 
and atypical.  That’s what I thought too until I saw the 
holiday merchandise on sale at Costco just the other day 
too.  Yikes, it’s only September!

Pretty soon, if you’re a tuned in photographer as we all 
are I trust, you’ll likely to see suggestions to do a “Project 
365,” a photo a day for a year.  It happens every year, it’s 
kind of like those resolutions you’re tempted to commit to 
as you turn the page into the New Year.  A Project 365 is a 

public resolution too; you’re expected to share your daily 
experience in a personal blog or by posting your work to 
a social media site like Flickr and perhaps on Twitter.  So, 
consider it a major commitment.

“Hey,” you think…”I’m up to it, I can do it!  Besides, it’ll 
be good for me and I’ll learn and grow as a photographer.  
And who knows, I may find my niche and the photographic 
style that’s right for me!”  Those are all good reasons to 
commit to a Project 365.  But maybe you want to think just 
a little bit harder about whether you want to jump in.

I started my Project 365 late last year, on December 
15, 2009 and want to give you my personal experience and 
lessons learned over the past nine or so months including 
some things to consider before you make the same leap.

A year is a long time, 365 days.  Think of your busiest, 

ARE YOU READY FOR A PROJECT 365? - By bill mcCarroll

Photographic Food for Thought
ISSUES, CONSIDERATIONS, AND OTHER PONDERINGS FOR KEEN PHOTOGRAPHIC MINDS.

http://www.photographybb.com
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most hectic days over the past year. Do you think you 
could have committed to taking a photograph every day for 
the past year?  You probably could have, but what priorities 
would have changed in your personal and professional daily 
life to do it?  A Project 365 will become a daily obsession if 
you really commit to it.

You will think about your daily photograph all day long 
till you get it.  Your mantra, will become, “What should 
I shoot today?  Didn’t I do that last month? Hmmm, I’m 
getting into a rut taking the same photographs every day; I 
need to change it up.  Oh darn, it’s 9pm and I haven’t taken 
my photograph today, what can I find around the house 
that won’t make a ridiculous subject?”  I’ve done all of that 
and you will too.

You need to think about what will motivate you every 
day.  My obsession is to stick to it, not to be a quitter.  I’m 
driven by guilt, to be seen as a quitter continually drives 
me to see it through.  Especially as you get past 45 days. 
After then it would be waste to quit, right?  You’ve got 
too much invested in your project by then and how would 
you explain it to all your family and friends, your blog’s 
readers or your contacts on Flickr.  They’d be asking 
awkward questions like, “Hey, (insert your name) what 
happened to your photo a day?”  You don’t want to have 
to explain that you quit, do you?

You’ll need lots of family support so get their buy in 
before you decide this is for you.  Whether you think so 
or not, this is a group effort and you will need support 
from family or friends to see it through. It’s funny, my wife 
asks me almost every day if I got my picture yet. Or, if 
I’ve completely procrastinated, she’ll listen to my worried 
whining lamenting the fact I don’t have my photograph yet, 
it’s dinner time and tell me it’s my own fault.   

I’m kidding of course, she doesn’t do that, she’s 
completely supportive and thought it was a great idea 
from the beginning. As we’ve gone through the year and 
I’ve fretted about what today’s photograph could be, my 
wife has asked me, “Why don’t you just use one of those 
other great pictures from yesterday.”  My quick answer 
is always, “That would be cheating, can’t do it!”  I think 
that’s one of the unwritten rules, you use a photograph 
taken that day and if you don’t you’ll be called out when 
someone looks at your exif data or you’ll fess up from the 
total guilt that builds up after a few days because you’re 
an honest person, right? For those of you who love it as a 
comfort food, chocolate is not a fix for this transgression, 
it’s that important!

A benefit that you’ll really need to nurture on your own 
is to solicit meaningful and honest feedback as you post 
your daily photograph.  Of course, you’ll see the traditional 

http://www.photographybb.com
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blog and Flickr comments that will make you feel good for a 
while.  But you should really value and take to heart those 
few comments you’ll get that are truly intended to make you 
a better photographer.  Those comments are jewels.  Be 
sure you thank the critic no matter how biting the comment 
and think about how to put their advice to work the very 
next day.  It’ll make you a better photographer.

As you get into the middle of the project year the 
inevitable question will come to you.  What the heck (or 
some other meaningful and appropriate words) have I 
gotten myself into? Why did I do this, it’s not what I thought 
it would be. Trust me; these questions will inevitably enter 
your mind.  My advice, forget them!  Stick to it and enjoy 
the experience.  By now, your photography is improving in 
so many ways that you may not yet realize. You will find 
that even the most mundane subjects can still be wonderful 
photographs.  Subjects that you think won’t work could 
become your best work.   Turn your thinking around and 
the results can far surpass the negative thoughts.

There will be distractions and you do have competing life 
priorities that change from day to day.  Get those out of the 
way if they’re that important or restructure part of your day 
for your project.  Whatever you do, make time for that day’s 
shoot.  Remember the best light is always around sunrise 
or sunset.  Those time slots can be great opportunities for 
your best work.  But you have all day to use what’s available 
to you and so many subjects in new environments that you 
might never have considered before. 

Are you a perfectionist with your photography?  Are 
you willing to go public with imperfect work on your own 
blog that’s hurried and maybe not your best because of 
everything else going on in your life that day?  Or how 
about the inevitable day when you’re sick and can’t even 
get out of bed.  How good could that ceiling really look as 
your daily photo!   My words of advice, get over it, there 
will be a day, maybe a few, where you look back on your 
work and wonder what you were thinking.  It could be 
that bad.  I have a photograph on my Flickr stream for my 
Project 365 that’s just awful.  The composition is terrible 
and the white balance is ridiculously off.  But, I’m not 
going to take it down.  That was my day’s decision and I’ll 
stick with it, good or bad. Now that I’ve said it, hopefully 
that one stands out to you and you don’t pick more than a 
few that are really bad! 

As for your gear, it won’t take too long before you realize 
that lugging your DSLR with you all day, everyday, is just 
not going to work.  Should you always carry a camera all 
the time? Yes you should!  My advice, don’t go anywhere 
without your camera whether you’re doing a Project 365 or 
not.  I decided early on that a good point and shoot camera 
would be a good investment to supplement my Nikon 
DSLR.  My Nikon is always my first choice but my Canon 
G11 works when I can’t take my big gear.  I bought a Canon 
G11 because it shoots raw and will bracket exposures for 
HDR work.  You could also use your iPhone, Blackberry, 
or whatever you choose.  Just make sure that you always 

http://www.photographybb.com
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have a camera with you.  You’ll never forgive yourself if you 
miss that once in a lifetime photograph, even only one that 
might have been your best photo for that day.

Believe it or not, a published photograph on the social 
networks is going to increase your presence.  Others who 
relate to your photographs, your style and overall good 
work will find you and start following you on Flickr and 
Twitter. Or they’ll find your blog and subscribe.  Your social 
circle will expand.  Your friends will come to know that 
you’re focused on your photography much more than you 
were before you started your project and show a keener 
interest in your photographs.  How could they not take note 
when you’re so focused on your photography every day?

If you’ve continued reading this article up to this point, 
you must really be thinking really hard about committing 
- good for you!  So here are the payoffs and why you 
should go for it.  

Photography is your passion, you love to take 
photographs.  A Project 365 is a great way to express 
your love for photography while providing some structure 
and incentive to stick to it.  You know how easy it is to 
blow off a day when it doesn’t matter.  With a Project 365, 
you can’t do that, it does matter.  You’ve made a personal 
commitment, remember?

Here’s where I have to be a bit careful.  You may “find 
yourself” through your Project 365.  There’s no guarantee, 
but you may discover your true style and preference for 
subject matter.  Your photographs may start to convey 
your own personal signature style, look and feel that sets 
you apart from the crowd.  You could be the next Ansel 
Adams…who knows, it could happen!

You’ll also discover how good you can be as an 
artist.  Not every day’s photo will be one that you’ll look 
back on as your best work but there will be a few gems 
making it all worthwhile.  As you go forward, you’ll learn 
how to use your camera and to slow down and take your 
time.  The repetition of using your equipment every day 
will make you a better photographer as you become 
more intimately familiar with your camera’s capabilities.  
You’ll learn what works and what doesn’t.  You’ll start 
to repeat and reinforce the good lessons and avoid the 
repetitive mistakes.

Your new found social media friends will stay with 
you long after your project is finished.  They’ll be a major 
source of feedback and learning to help you continue to 
grow in your skills.  They’ll also give you great benefit 
through their support and affirmation when you need some 
motivation.  Trust me; they’ll miss you if you disappear for 
any length of time.

http://www.photographybb.com
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So, when you see the inevitable invitation to consider 
doing a Project 365, I hope you’ll consider what you’ve 
read here.  I’ve found it to be a ton of fun and personally 
rewarding.  Overall, I think my photography has improved.  
I’ve certainly learned much more about what I like and my 
equipment is second nature to me now.  When my camera 
delivers a photo that’s unexpected, I can almost instantly 
figure out what settings caused it to perform the way it did.  

But in reality, I now know what settings on my equipment 
will give me the absolute best result.

I honestly don’t know that I’ve found my photographic 
style yet; I think that’s probably something to continue to 
work towards.  I see the great work of others and aspire 
to those levels of excellence, I think I always will.  But 
knowing that I should have my own personal goals, I’ve 
discovered subjects I really enjoy taking around my local 
shooting environments. San Diego has been a source of 
continuing inspiration.  My social circle and photography 
friends are now a big part of my life and a source of 
continual encouragement and inspiration.  There are some 
amazingly talented people in my life now that I never knew 
before beginning this adventure.  

When my Project 365 comes to an end in December 
2010, I know I’ll look back on it as something equivalent 
to my run at the 100th Boston Marathon in 1996 when 
35,000 of us finished the 26.2 miles.  We were glad to 
be done, looking back at the race with a great sense of 
accomplishment but needing a few weeks before deciding 
if we wanted to do another one.  That’s how I think I’ll be 
reflecting on my Project 365 on December 16, 2010. 

Let me know if you start your own Project 365, I’d love 
to support your adventure!
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Understanding Levels
The histogram is just like a bar chart with 

very thin vertical bars showing how many pixels 
there are of a certain tone (Black, Darks, Mid-
tones, lighter tones etc, and finally White {Blown 
Highlights} on the far right)

The bars are so thin and so tightly packed 
together that the result is a solid black shape like 
the one shown here. Often the weight of the shape 
is centred in the middle with the ends tapering off 
to Blacks on the left and whites on the right.

The graph shape is different for every image 
as each picture is made up of a different variety 
of tones.

Notice the three small triangles under the 
histogram area coloured black, grey and white, 
we are going to make use of these later… 

Open an image with a variety of light and dark areas as in the one shown below then go to Image > 
Adjustments > Levels... to reveal the histogram (bar chart) showing the distribution of pixels. This is similar 
to the histogram you can view on your camera either when you are taking or reviewing the image. To close the 
levels dialogue, simply click on Cancel.

BASIC ADJUSTMENTS: LEVELS AND COLOUR - By John Ogden
Last issue we used the Auto commands to improve an image, this month we are going 
to switch to “manual” to gain more control while still keeping to the basics. Let’s start by 
looking at the Levels command and working with it to understand just how the histogram 
functions and how to work directly with it.

Part v

http://www.photographybb.com
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Using the rectangular marquee tool make a 
small square selection in the image as shown 
here then activate the levels command and 
see how the graph changes to show the pixel 
content of just the area selected.  When you 
have viewed the histogram for area (1), cancel to 
close the levels dialogue then press Control-D 
(PC) or Command-D (Mac) to Deselect your 
small square selection.

Now make a new small square selection in 
a different tonal area (2) and reveal the levels 
histogram for this. Continue in this way; i.e. 
deselect, select, view levels, so you can analyze 
and compare different parts of your image

1. This area is almost entirely empty
2. Here it is all mid tones
3. Only off whites
4. Darker tones

In this example (top-left), when the area labeled 
(1) is selected on its own, the levels dialogue 

shows no histogram at all as the sky is completely burnt out, devoid of data and so completely white. You should 
see in your image that the right hand side of the histogram shows lighter tones and when there are darker or black 
tones in the image/selection the left side of the graph displays data. The histogram’s “black shape” is moved to the 
right when showing lighter tones (highlights) and to the left for blacks (shadows).

Using the Histogram to Improve Contrast

Look at the histogram for this photo of part of Boston’s skyline. There is no histogram area above the small black 
triangle which means there are no black pixels in the image. Are there any white pixels in this image?

These small triangles I mentioned earlier, are actually control sliders that you can drag to set a new black or white 
point, notice in the second Boston image the sliders have been moved.

To adjust the levels manually drag the black slider immediately under the graph to the right, and the white slider to 

http://www.photographybb.com
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the left as shown here. The closer the sliders get to each other the more contrast you will see in the image. Placing 
the triangle sliders at the beginning of the graph’s slope is a good starting point. If you find that this adjustment 
causes some muddy mid tones, you can correct this by moving the middle slider. However, only very minor changes 
are needed with this slider, wider adjustments can cause colours to shift. 

Simple Colour Correction: Variations

http://www.photographybb.com
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This enhancement relies on your understanding of colour theory as you have to add in the complimentary 
colour to negate a colour cast (e.g. you would add yellow to off-set a blue colour cast). Try Image > Adjustments > 
Variations... Your original appears in the centre of the ring-a-round, click on any of the surrounding large previews 
to add more of a particular colour (as shown on the previous page).

If the adjusted version (current pick) is too strong, don’t worry just accept the change them immediately go to 
Edit > Fade Variations where you can dial down the change you just made!

Photo Filter
Another enhancement inherited from the world of traditional photography is the Photo filter, again accessed via 

the Image > Adjustments... menu.
 

In this example, the original image was taken with 
tungsten lighting and red gels giving an overly warm 
result. The Cooling Filter (80) Photo filter setting has 
been used at 30% Density to produce the cooler hues 
in the right hand version. 

  
There is a whole range of preset filters available 

the names and numbers in brackets relate to Mired 
Shift values used by glass lens filter manufactures, 
which in turn is related to the Kelvin scale used to 
measure colour temperature (white balance). There is 
even one filter especially for underwater photography!

As you can see, Photoshop offers a range of 
automatic and manual adjustments. By paying 
attention to the histogram we can make quick 
improvements to contrast quite easily. While colour 
casts can be “corrected” with Variations or the Photo 
Filter, experiment with different settings for fun and you 
never know what cool effects you’ll create! 

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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We’re going to be using layer masks along with layer 
effects to build these types of frames both quickly 
and easily. 

Step 1: 
First, we need to start with a suitable photo. Open one 
of your own images in Photoshop.

Press Control-J (PC) or Command-J (Mac) to duplicate 
this image onto a new layer.

Step 2: 
Click on the background layer in the layers palette, and 
press Control-Backspace (PC) or Command-Delete 
(Mac) and fill the entire background layer with white.

Click back on the actual image layer (Layer 1) to make 
it active in the layers palette.

Step 3:
Use the Elliptical Marquee selection tool to make a 
series of circular/elliptical selections (around the main 
subject in your photo), while holding down the Shift 
key. (Holding down shift allows you to make multiple 
selections which “Add” together to form one complete 
selection. 

Be sure to also add in the middle of your subject so 
there are no “holes”, once you have completed your 
circular selections.

Once you have finished, you should have a selection 
similar to what we have here:

BUBBLE-FRAME EFFECT:  By Dave Seeram

adobe Photoshop® Tutorial
TECHNIQUES, TIPS, AND TRICKS FOR DIGITAL EDITING OF IMAGES IN PHOTOSHOP®

As we’ve been demonstrating over the past few issues of the magazine, presentation of our 
digital photos (both online and in print) is just as impostant as thew actual composition 
of the photos themselves. With Halloween and Christmas just around the corner, we’re 
going to look at a very simple but highly effective “bubble” framing effect in Photoshop.

http://www.photographybb.com
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Step 4:
Click on the “Add Layer Mask” icon at the bottom of 
the Layers palette, which will add a layer mask to your 
image, making it look somewhat like this:

Step 5:
Here’s what your Layers palette should look like now.

IMPORTANT: Right now, your layer mask is active 
on Layer 1. It is important that you make the image 
active by clicking on it’s thumbnail in the Layers palette 
before you continue on to the next steps.

Click on the image thumbnail now!

Step 6:
We’re going to spice up this “selection” now by adding 
a fancy stroke around the selection. 

Click on the “Add Layer Style” (fx) button at the bottom 
of the Layers palette, and choose “Stroke.”

When the Stroke Layer Style dialog box appears, 
increase the stroke size to anywhere between 5 to 
10 pixels (depending on how thick you would like the 
border to be), and change the Position to “Center.”

Next, change the “Fill Type” to “Gradient” by selecting it 
from the little drop-down menu. Don’t click OK just yet!

Step 7:
We’re going to style this border using a gradient 
of colors from our actual photo. Click on the default 
(black to white) gradient, and a new Gradient Editor 
dialog box appears.

In this window, click on the bottom-left Color Stop 
swatch. You can now hover your mouse over your 
photo, and you’ll notice a little eyedropper appears 
as your mouse cursor. Sample a color by clicking on 
your image. Repeat this process for the bottom-right 
Color Stop swatch, only this time sample a completely 
different color from your photo. As you do this, you’ll 
notice the stroke border we created in step 6 is now a 
nice colored gradient.

http://www.photographybb.com
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Step 8:
Before we click OK to complete the border effect, we 
can style it one step further by clicking on the “Bevel 
and Emboss” layer style from the column of style 
choices down the left side of this dialog box.

The default settings work pretty well in this case, so 
we’ll only change the depth setting and increase it to 
roughly 250% or to your liking.

Click OK to complete the effect!

Final Result
By adding some text, and even changing the color of the background layer, you can give yourself endless 

possibilities for using this effect to create photo greeting cards or give your images a unique look in your online photo 
gallery. You can even use another image, or a blurred copy of your original image in place of a solid background 
color. Experimentation is the key to coming up with the best effects for your photos!

I hope you have all enjoyed this simple tutorial for creating some unique borders for your photos. Join us next 
month where we’ll explore some spooky Photoshop techniques in the spirit of Halloween!

Until next month... Happy Photoshopping!

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PBB: Welcome to PhotographyBB, and thank you so 
much for joining us. Let’s start by getting to know 
you better - tell us about yourself Eva!

Thank you very much for having me. It’s a great 
pleasure talking to you Dave!

I’m a very ordinary person with a great passion for 
photography and art. As far back as I can remember, I 
always wanted to be an artist but never had any success 
with paint and brushes. I was told that I didn’t have any 
artistic talents and I should focus on something else. 
But that urge to create stayed with me, causing a lot 

of frustration. I couldn’t figure out how to channel that 
energy, until I came across impressionist photography. 
But let’s start from the beginning.

PBB: How long have you been into photography, 
and can you tell us about how you first got started? 
Did you receive any formal training, or are you 
mainly self-taught?

It all started in December 2004 when my husband 
gave me a small digital camera for Christmas. I’m 
pretty sure that he’s regretted it many times. I was 
spending most of my free time with my camera, always 

This month, PhotographyBB Magazine welcomes Eva Polak to the spotlight seat. Eva specializes in the 
unique style of impressionist photography; a style in which seeminly “painted” images are achieved 
completely in-camera. Eva is here to tell us more about herself and her photographic journey, along 
with a follow-up next month in which she’ll be sharing some of her techniques with us!

 THIS MONTH’S SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW: Eva Polak

Photographer in the Spotlight
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taking photographs, reading about photography or 
planning my next photo shoot. I was enjoying myself 
immensely and I even entered few local competitions 
with some success.  After a year or so, I felt that I was 
ready for my first SLR camera. I wanted to have more 
control and be able to experiment with shutter speed 
and aperture.  I also started to attend photography 
workshops and presentations. I was having fun 
experimenting with different types of photography like 
landscape, PJ, portraiture, macro, still life, etc, slowly 
buying new lenses and other equipment. Books from 
my local library and also the internet added hugely to 
my photographic knowledge.

PBB: You have a rather unique photographic style 
(impressionist photography). How did you decide 
that this was going to be your area of expertise, 
and how did you become involved in impressionist 
photography?

By the Year 2007 I was a very competent 
photographer. On the one hand I was enjoying making 
images, but I also felt trapped and increasingly frustrated 
with all the “rules” of traditional photography. 

Around that time, I came across an advert for 
a workshop at the Auckland University “The Art of 
Impressionist Photography.” I was curious enough to 
enrol, not really knowing what to expect. I even did some 
study prior to the workshop about the Impressionist 
movement, just to gain an extra edge. That workshop 
really changed my life and my way of looking at 
photography. Almost from the first photo shoot I knew 
instinctively that this was what I wanted to be doing. 
Somehow everything made sense, as if I was born to 
become an impressionist photographer.

PBB: Where do you get your inspiration for this type 
of work? It looks like you spend a lot of time post 
processing the photos into these beautiful works 
of art. Does impressionist photography require any 
special gear or processing techniques?

It may come as a surprise to you, but Impressionist 
photography doesn’t really require any special 
equipment or extensive knowledge in post processing 
software.  

All my photographs are produced using traditional 
in-camera techniques. What you need is any camera 
with controls for manual settings. Because the majority 
of my techniques are based on a slow shutter speed, 
to get correct exposure, you need to either take photos 
in low light or purchase a few ND filters to block the 
excess of light. That’s all. In terms of post processing, 
I limit it to adding contrast, saturation and cropping if 
necessary.

“Ballerinas”
“Walking With Angles”
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As for inspiration, I find it all around me. I’m very lucky 
living in New Zealand. This is such a beautiful land full of 
contrasts and extraordinary light. 

PBB: All done in-camera, that’s amazing! That leads to 
my next question. What type of photographic gear do 
you use?

I’m a true believer in “less is more”. Knowing your 
camera is extremely important. When you don’t have to 
stop and think about technical aspects of taking photos, 
then and only then can you start to truly create your art.  

So I have a very basic equipment: I shoot with a 
Nikon D300 (only because it has the ability to take up 
to 10 multiple exposures) and 4 lenses: 18-70mm wide-
angle, 70-300mm telephoto, 50mm macro, and a 50mm 

prime lens. My favourite lens is my telephoto lens.  With 
its smallest aperture of f/42, I don’t need to use any filters, 
even in the middle of a bright, summer day.

PBB: You are also an author of two books I see! Could 
you tell us more about them and how you got started 
writing professionally?

“At The Beach” is a collection of a variety of my images 
from the beach. After a year of nearly daily photo shoots, 
I had an extensive collection of photographs, and started 
to wonder what I’m going to do with them. One of my 
friends suggested that I should create a book. So I did 
some research and come across a service called “printing 
on demand.” I was very impressed with the quality of the 
result I received from the printer and I was happy to offer 
this book for sale through my website.

“Ocean Jewels”“Silver Light”

In order, left to right: “Blue”, “Bellydancer”, and “A Little Pink Hat”

http://www.photographybb.com
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As my photography was getting more exposure on the 
web, I received a lot of emails from people around the world 
asking basically the same question “How do you do it?” So 
I decided to create an instructional manual explaining how 
to use some of my favorite techniques. And that is how my 
“Impressionist Photography Techniques” book was born.

Although the process of creating this book was very 
slow and at times extremely frustrating, I’m very grateful 
that I managed to do it. Every time I went on a photo shoot, 
I had to slow down and ask myself “What are you doing 
now? Why are you doing it?” What was just an intuition 
at first slowly started to gain same substance. With every 
photo shoot I increase my photographic knowledge.

I wanted to make sure that anyone who follows 
these simple steps will get similar results and then, 
with experimentation, develop his/her own approach to 
impressionist photography.

PBB: So, besides being the author of two great books, 
do you have a particular achievement in your career 
which stands out as one you are the most proud of?

Top: “Orange Bell”  Bottom Left: “Refuge”  Bottom Right: “Red Fantasy”
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I’m very proud of all my achievements, whatever 
small or big. I learned that every success, and failure 
for that matter, will shape you and allowed you to go 
farther and farther in your life journey. Every step will 
lead to a new opportunity, every success will give you 
strength and courage to do even more, and every 
failure will make you wiser. 

But If I have to be specific, I would say that having 
my first, very successful, solo exhibition  last June was 
without a doubt a big achievement. 

PBB: What’s next for your photographic future, Eva?

I’ve just finished translating my “Impressionist 
Photography Techniques”  into Polish. Hopefully it 
will be available on my website www.evapolak.com 
in few weeks.

Currently I’m working on my third book. In it I’m 
going to share my thoughts and stories about my 
photographs and my creative process. I would love to 
launch it next year together with my next exhibition. 
I’m also planning to run more workshops. But mostly 
I would like to simply just enjoy my photography. Just 
being able to create and being able to share my art 
with others is a great reward. Everything else is just a 
big bonus!

PBB: It’s been great having you here and getting 
to know you. Before we finish up, based on your 
experiences, what advice could you give to our 
readers who are just starting out learning digital 
photography and trying to find their own personal 
style?

I would say “Just do it!” Take photographs as often 
as possible. Learn from your success but also from 
your failure. Carefully study your own photos. And ask 
yourself a lot of “why” questions. Finding your own 
personal style is a life long, personal journey, so listen 
to you heart. As a great photographer, Ernst Haas, 
once said “We see what we know until we know who 
we are, then we see what we feel.”  And most of all 
enjoy your journey!

About Eva Polak:

To learn more about Eva Polak and Impressionist 
Photography, visit Eva’s website at:
http://www.evapolak.com

Also, join us next month where Eva will share some of 
her techniques for our readers to get started making 
their own Impressionist images.

This article and images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Eva Polak.  Please contact the author directly with any questions.

Top: “Freedom to Fly”  Bottom: “Muriwai”
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Assignment: Your Hobbies (Besides Photography!) 
In this assignment, our members were challenged to photograph one of their other hobbies besides photography. Again, some 
fantastic entries into this assignment, and it was a thrill to learn more about the hobbies and experiences of our peer photographers.  
The following are our top selections for the assignment: Hobbies!

Top: ‘Hiking’ by member: “Anh Vo.” Bottom Left: ‘Coming up for Air’ by member “Debrasue.” Bottom Right: ‘Dirt Bike Riding’ by member “rob214”.
Thank you to all of our photography assignment participants. We look forward to your submissions in our ongoing bi-weekly assignments.
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bottom Right:  Best of July 2010 - Photo by: GregM35
http://www.flickr.com/photos/35696215@N04/

bottom Left: Best of July 2010 - Photo by: Runar Munkhaug
http://www.flickr.com/photos/runarmunkhaug/

Assignment: Hobbies
Top:  “Forgotten Hobby” - Photo by: Sue90ca
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sue90ca/

PhotographyBB flickr group Member Photos
The PhotographyBB Gallery group on flickr® is the latest place for flickr® members to participate in PhotographyBB 
Assignments. Each month, in addition to choosing our top photos from the PhotographyBB Forum submissions, we’ll also 
be selecting some images from the talented members of our flickr® group to showcase their photography. Click on the links 
under each photo to view the flickr® gallery of the photographer who submitted the photo.

http://www.photographybb.com
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Do you have a 
Great Idea for 

a Photography 
Article?

We are looking for 
talented individuals 
who would like to 
expand their portfolios 
by volunteering to 
contribute articles to 
this e-magazine! If you 
are interested, we’d 
love to hear from you.

Topics of Interest are:

- Photography Techniques
- Photography on Location
- Photoshop Tutorials
- Hardware / Software Reviews
- Camera Equipment
- Member Spotlight
- Plus we’re open to new ideas!

To become either a regular 
contributing author, or even 
just for a one-time article, 
please email us at: 

magazine@photographybb.com

Introduce yourself, share your 
idea, and maybe we’ll see you 
in next month’s issue!

Step into the Spotlight!
Would you like to be featured in the PhotographyBB 
Online Spotlight on Member section? If so, please let 
us know at: magazine@photographybb.com

We’ll feature your photos, a small biography and write-
up about you, as well as links to your web gallery or 
photography related business. We all love photography 
and image editing, so let’s get to know each other!

Been Around the World?
We are looking for talented writers who would like 
to share their experiences in visiting far away places, 
or even your home town for that matter. In our 
Photography Around the World column, we take our 
readers on a photographic journey, and we would like 
you to be our tour guide.

If you would like to share your story and photography 
of a city you have visited, please contact us and share 
your idea with our team. We’d love to hear from you!

RSS Updates Available:
There have been some requests for email notifications  
of upcoming issues of the PhotographyBB Magazine 
Online. You can receive updates on the magazine as 
well as our blog postings through our RSS feed which 
can either be aggregated to your feed reader, or 
emailed to your email address. Any of our readers who 
are interested can subscribe here:
http://feeds2.feedburner.com/photographybb

Discounts for Readers:
For those of you who are interested in getting into HDR 
photography, there simply is no better HDR software 
then HDRsoft’s Photomatix Pro, available as a stand 
alone software and as a Photoshop Plugin. Visit:
http://www.photographybb.com/hdr/
and use the coupon code: photographybb.com 
for a special discount. Also, check out the Shop 
PhotographyBB site for links to some great deals on 
cameras and accessories. Best deals on the web!

Thank you for reading the PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine. We hope  you enjoyed it, and we’d love to 
see you again next month. If you have any questions or 
comments for us regarding this magazine, please feel 
free to email us at: magazine@photographybb.com

http://www.photographybb.com

